
Segway Powersports APP



You can login with existing 
FB or Google account, or 
create a new account with 
mobile number/e-mail. 

For iPhoneFor Android



1. Enter VIN code or scan barcode under seat
2. Turn the key to power
3. Push the break pedal and wait
4. If you want to add more than one vehicle, go to „vehicle setting“ then

„vehicle management“ page.

PAIRING ATV WITH APPLICATION



Once vehicle is added, you need to connect to 
Bluetooth for the first time use.

1. Click the Bluetooth button on the left top 
corner.

2. Push the brake pedal to connect to Bluetooth.

Now, your APP is fully connected to your vehicle. 



Segway Powersports issues
What do you need to do if you encounter any problems during vehicle activation?

Necessary conditions:
1. Ensure that the ATV battery voltage is higher than 12V!
2. Make sure your phone signal is strong!
3. Make sure your ATV is not connected to another phone! (Cannot 
connect one ATV to multiple phone devices)
4. Make sure that Bluetooth and GPS are enabled on your phone.
5. Download the current version of the APP
6. The engine switch must be off

For Android For iPhone



To resolve connection failures:

Add VIN to APP

If you scan the VIN code (the location of the barcode is under the seat) unsuccessfully, you can enter the VIN code manually, 

in the format "A0SAAPX1AM8000051", the image below:



If pairing is not possible by depressing the brake pedal, you can try 
the following:

- Turn off the key, try again for a moment.
- If not, you can disconnect the negative terminal of the battery, wait
for a while, and reconnect the battery

Caution: When prompted to depress the brake pedal during pairing, 
wait a few seconds before depressing the brake pedal.

Bluetooth connection

Make sure Bluetooth and GPS are enabled on your phone
If the ATV is connected to another phone, it must be paired. It is not 
possible to have multiple phones connected to one ATV. Conversely, 
you can have several ATVs paired on your phone.
If the Bluetooth connection fails, try turning off the key and turning it 
on again and reconnecting. 
If the connection is still not active, momentarily disconnect the 
negative terminal of the battery, reconnect after a while, and try 
connecting the APP again.



Unbind Vehicle – Un-pair ATV

Click on three lines

Click on Unbind
vehicle

After click on send, on 
email you will received
6 digits – Verification
code. And click on 
confirm. 



If you have any questions, please contact us at the email below.

Thank you, your ASP GROUP TEAM

Jiří Lemon - jiri@aspgroup.cz
Matěj Pužman - matej@aspgroup.cz


